The Pike Road
Arts Council is
Pleased to present:

Introduction to Perspective…
Instructor’s Notes:
My goal is to help change the vision of the artist through the process of drawing. Geometric seeing is developed by drawing simple grids and perspectives.
Learning to accurately sense perspective is far better than painstakingly locating points and lines. Such labor intensive activity often produces dry results.
Learning perspective is an excellent opportunity to re-learn seeing. Perspective uses different methods to create a scene that has depth and a clarity of
relationships between the objects in it. In this short studio course we shall touch on Geometric Perspective (including 1, 2, and multi-point perspective) Size
Diminution Perspective, Aerial Perspective, and other perspective methods. We will look at basic techniques. From years of experience in the film industry I
know that a few good perspective tools go a long way.
Instructor:
Charles D. Payne Jr. started his art career in the animation industry in 1984 with DIC Enterprises developing props for Kidd Video. He has also produced
for Hanna Barbera Productions (Gobots), Marvel Productions (Jem, The Real Ghostbusters, Beverly Hills Teens, Little Archies), and TMS creating background
designs for The Visionaries. His work can be seen on numerous other films and shows for Mike Young Productions (Clifford the Big Red Dog, Arnie and the Stolen
Markers), Fox Family Films (Family Guy), Nickelodeon (Hey Arnold, Stripperella, Catdog), Abbylou Entertainment, Film Roman (The Critic, Twisted Tales of Felix
the Cat, Po Po’s Magic Pearl), and Walt Disney TV (101 Dalmatians, Belle’s Magical Stories, Timon and Pumbaa). Charles’ experience centered on background
design, developing storyboards and set and prop design. As a formally trained artist who graduated from the Maryland Institute of Art, Charles has shared his
own knowledge and experience teaching storyboarding and sketching at the Cogswell Polytechnical College in San Jose, CA. Most recently, Charles has focused
on creating video, music and writing projects.

Class location: Pike Road Founders Station, 4902 Pike Road, Pike Road, AL 36064

Register with Charles at cdpayne108@yahoo.com

Schedule: Wednesday’s 9am – Noon (August 30, September 6, 13, 20, 27, and October 4)
Tuition: $200 for six classes ($100 due at registration)
Supply List: Largest newsprint pad you can carry, Charcoal markers or dark, soft pencils you can use on newsprint, 3 foot ruler

